
GRAVY
A unique tool 

for creating reliable

investment portfolio



Zero Gravity Foundation is a decentralized venture fund based on blockchain 
technology and DAO concept, an international aggregator for digital and innovative 
technologies

What is the Zero Gravity Foundation?

Zero Gravity Foundation

Decentralized venture fund based on the DAO 
concept model and hybrid blockchain 
technologies

The uniqueness of the fund

An international aggregator that creates a 

single ecosystem in the field of AR / VR, AI 

technologies, software and hardware 

solutions

Purpose of the fund

Search, acceleration and scaling of future 

technologies from startups to existing 

businesses
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100 Gravy - Minimum Purchase 
Quantity

After the purchase, the tokens are credited to 
your personal account and used by you to form 
a unique investment portfolio

Gravy is the initial asset of the 
Zero Gravity Foundation

Stable token equal to 1$ liquidity pool 
which is stored (65% in USDT and 35% in 
ZHCash)
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MARKET 
NOW

Blockchain technologies show 
great potential in traditional 
business



Zero Gravity Foundation

One of the first in the world International 
Decentralized Venture Fund investing in IT 
startups at an early stage and creating a 
single ecosystem in the field of AR, VR, NN, 
AI, IT, blockchain technologies and hardware 
solutions

Purpose of the fund

Search, acceleration, aggregation and scaling of 
the most innovative projects and startups on 
the planet
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Uniqueness
Zero Gravity 
Foundation

All projects of the fund are subject 
to examination and have 
outstanding technologies.



Each fund project is unique
and has an innovative component
CATALOG OF PROJECTS OF THE FUND

Foundation projects

PORTAL TECH

Aggregator of technologies and developers in 
the field of AR/VR and related equipment, 
which has its own network of showrooms
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SIMBIOTS STUDIO

Digital twins of people.

Combining AI intelligence

and virtual 3D consultants

CYBER SUITS

Main tasks: rehabilitation, effective training 
of motor skills, healing and strengthening of 
the body, obtaining the full range of tactile 
and kinetic sensations in VR space

https://zerogravity.foundation/download/zerogravity-foundation-ru.pdf


How are they financed?

The development and management of project 
financing takes place on the basis of interaction with 
the fund and the use of blockchain technologies. This 
became the basis for the creation of the internal 
stable token of the fund - Gravy, which is the gas for 
the decentralized DAX exchange of the fund and an 
investment protection mechanism for the investor

Что можно делать с Gravy?

The investor becomes a shareholder of 
projects for GRAVY on the autonomous DAX 
exchange ZHCash.org (section Gravyplace) 
tokens of any fund project, which in turn are a 
digital requirement
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What is the token for
Gravy? *

Gravy — a fund token that can be 
exchanged for tokens of any project 
on the fund's DAX exchange

* do not invest in projects directly bypassing the fund,
the mechanisms of the autonomous DAX exchange and IDO Gravy 
reliably protect your investments, even when the project is 
closed, you can always exchange tokens back for Gravy !!!



For each successful fund project, a unique token is created, which is 
the right to claim or a digital twin of the shares of a startup, project 
or joint-stock company.

Fund Portfolio Process

If a project has lost its appeal for one reason or 
another, you can always exchange tokens of one 
project for tokens of another project on an internal 
closed exchange.

You yourself will choose whether to 
become a shareholder of one project or 
several at once, collect the most 
comfortable investment portfolio for 
yourself.

1 2
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You choose projects You can exchange project tokens



Gravy  — limited issue token of 3.5 million 
tokens and a value of $1

Advantages Gravy

$1
The value of the stable token is linked 
to USDT and does not change

Gravy can be exchanged

to tokens of any project of the Zero 
Gravity Foundation ecosystem and vice 
versa, if the investor wants to exit the 
project (investment protection)

Buy Gravy Token
it is possible only on the standalone 
DAX exchange in the personal account 
of the ZHCash.org console in the 
personal account on the DAO website 
ZHCash.com

Limited edition (total issued by Gravy)

3,5 МЛН
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GRAVY (ZRC20)
token name

STABLE TOKEN

token type

25.10.2021
issue date

1 GRAVY = 1 USDT

Stable token is always equal to $1

3 500 000

DAO (ZHCASH)
issuer

issue size 

ZHChain
placement platform

No limit
issue term

Gravy token is the only tool investing in projects 
and startups of the Zero Gravity Foundation

Prospectus GRAVY



Gravy — it is an investment in the future 
of progress and innovative technologies
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Foundation site zerogravity.foundation

CATALOG OF PROJECTS OF THE FUND

E-Mail zerogravity.foundation@gmail.com

https://zerogravity.foundation/
https://zerogravity.foundation/download/zerogravity-foundation-en.pdf

